Given a homotopy equivalence f:X^-Y, a homotopy inverse g off, and a homotopy H:XxI-+X from gofto 1^. We show that there is a homotopy K: Y x I-*-Y from fog to lr such thatfoH~Ko(fx i,) rel Xxdl and Ho(gx\,)~goK rel YxdI.
In [1] , R. Lashof introduced the notion of a strong homotopy equivalence in context with the study of reductions of topological microbundles to piecewise linear or differentiable microbundles.
Definition. A strong homotopy equivalence between two spaces X and F is a quadruple (/, g, H, K) where /: X-> Y and g: F->A are maps and H.XxI^-X and K:YxI-+Y are homotopies, H:g°f~lx, K:
f°g~lY, such that/°//~£o(/x lj) rel endpoints and H°(gx lj)^g°Kre\ endpoints (here / denotes the unit interval). Now the question arises, whether any homotopy equivalence can be made into a strong one. The following proposition gives an affirmative answer. The result is also quite useful for many questions in homotopy theory. Although it is implicitly contained in various papers, I have never found it stated explicitly. The proof is very elementary, only using the basic facts about track addition of homotopies. 
